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Gadsden County was created in 1823, and today is
known for stories of its famous shade tobacco industry
and the legendary Coca-Cola connection. “A Portrait of

Tallahassee

Historic Gadsden County” is an opportunity to bring
together some of these stories with new artwork, by
artists who are inspired by Gadsden County, and art and
artifacts borrowed from local residents who have saved
some of the county’s rich history. We hope visitors will
enjoy this snapshot of historic Gadsden County, share
stories and memories of its past, and gain appreciation
for the unique place we call “home.”

Map of Gadsden County’s original borders

When settlers began building
up Gadsden County in the
1800s, many brought with
them their eye for beautiful
architecture. One such style

both art and craft, because it

was the Greek Revival, a
style that resembles the

is created for a purpose, but

classical temples of Greece.

often contains delicate details

This mantle once graced the Dr. J. M. W. Davidson’s

Pottery is often considered

and designs that make it art.
This bowl found in Gadsden County comes from

home in downtown Quincy. Now demolished, the home’s

900-1500 CE Apalachee Native Americans. In their

mantle is a reminder of the architectural gems that are
were found across Gadsden County. The Greek Revival

pottery, they used stamping and engraving techniques.

style features raised pediments and columns or pilasters.

The craftsperson that made this bowl used incising and
punctuating to create the beautiful circular design,
which is typical of the pottery created by Native
Americans living in this area from 800-1500 CE.

pediment
columns
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Scavenger Hunt

Find this information on the wall labels.

1. Gadsden County was founded in
hint: introduction

134

11. A portrait of Mr. Pat Munroe

1823 .

12. A portrait of Ammittee Wilder Gregory
13. This large backdrop (left), which was
used in state fairs to advertise the tobacco
booth

2. The American mastodon had tusks up to
meters long.
hint: pre-historic creatures

14. A shadowbox with tobacco workers punch card

th anniversary of Juan
3. 2013 marks the
Ponce de Leon’s arrival in Florida.
hint: explorers

4. The tragic incident at Fort Gadsden occurred in
.
hint: the spark of war
5. In 1835, school tuition cost $
reading and writing.
hint: settlers

Write down the number of the object for each of the
descriptions or images.

per semester for

15. Student desk accessory, small wooden bowl

Find these objects on the large quilt immediately to the
right when you enter the gallery.

16. An elephant

19. A dinosaur

17. A horse

20. A crocodile

18. A bear

21. A fan

22. Thermometer hint: it’s in a display case
6. The Garden Center (located just around the corner)
has
windows.
hint: cabins to castles
7. The Quincy Academy was open from
.
hint: schooling gadsden’s new residents

to

8. The U.S. Arsenal at Chattahoochee was seized on
th of
the morning of the
1861.
hint: gadsden county and the civil war

23. “H. Bruce” hint: it’s in a display case
24. Coca-Cola mural on a wall
25. A “C.S.A.” belt buckle
26. A painting of the top of the Quincy Courthouse
27. A Gulf oil globe
28. A Crayola ® Crayon drawing of Dean Mitchell
29. Arrowheads
30. A cannon ball

9. Quincy’s population grew from 700 in 1890 to
in 1922.
hint: industry & growth
10. Gadsden was the first county to elect an African
American as school superintendent in
.
hint: 20th century

VOCABULARY
portrait – an image or likeness of a person
incising – in pottery, making a cut into the clay
punctuating – incising dots into the clay
columns – a cylindrical pillar
pilasters – a rectangular column, especially one
projecting from a wall

